Visitors—Help or Hindrance to Patient Safety?

Visiting friends and loved ones when they’re in the hospital has many wonderful benefits. Your presence helps cheer them up when they’re away from home, distracts them from their illness, and may even speed their recovery by keeping them positive and motivated to get better. It also keeps you more informed and involved in their care, which sometimes can have a direct impact on their safety—for better or worse.

Christine Sanchez et al. looked at 427 event reports from January 1 to June 30, 2019, in which the behavior of visitors either increased or decreased the risk of patient harm. They found that 63.7% of these reports showed a helpful influence, for example by notifying staff when the patient’s condition was getting worse; however, 36.3% of these reports involved a visitor contributing to the patient’s risk of harm through activities such as moving them (resulting in falls) or giving them food or medication.

Understanding the role hospital visitors can play in patient care and the potential consequences of their actions can help facilities develop interventions, including warning and instructional signage to guide visitors’ behavior in ways conducive to a safer patient experience.
In conjunction with the Patient Safety Authority’s 2021 annual report, we published two articles in Patient Safety analyzing 2021 data from the Pennsylvania Patient Safety Reporting System (PA-PSRS), the nation’s largest event reporting database.

In “Patient Safety Trends in 2021,” PSA data analysts take a close look at the 288,882 incidents and serious events reported by acute care facilities last year, while “Long-Term Care Healthcare-Associated Infections in 2021” examines 17,971 HAI reports from long-term care facilities last year. They supplement the data overview in the annual report with a comprehensive review and analysis of events reported in 2021, as well as insights into patient safety in Pennsylvania and how we may continue to improve it together.
## Systematic Process to Determine Clinical Harm From Delayed Communication Between Primary and Secondary Healthcare

A systematic analysis to determine any potential harm that may occur due to the delay in communication between primary and secondary care.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency of Actions Not Enacted Due to the Delay in Communication (N=327)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medication Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood Tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onward Referral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Investigations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did Not Attend</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 58,521 letters not electronically sent due to a technical error were reviewed
- 1,323 inactions identified
- 327 inactions deemed to require further action

The review revealed no serious harm identified in this cohort of patients.

The structured methodology could serve as a template to other organizations that face similar incidents.


## Delayed Communication, Delayed Care?

**Good communication is an essential part of patient care, particularly during hand-offs between healthcare providers.** So, when a technical issue between connected electronic patient record systems prevented letters from large hospital outpatient clinics from reaching local community doctors, it created a serious problem. U.K. researchers Mehool Patel et al. examined whether the communication failure resulted in harm to any of the 42,251 patients affected.

Using a structured methodology—described in detail so it can be replicated by other organizations—36 evaluators analyzed the 58,521 outpatient clinic letters that were not sent electronically to general practitioners following clinic appointments. They identified 1,323 inactions, none of which were related to cancer, but identified no harm incidents or deaths linked to nonreceipt of a letter. This suggests that safety net mechanisms already in place may have mitigated the delayed communication, such as patients receiving the letters and contacting their providers directly, or other healthcare providers following up proactively. This underscores the importance of keeping the entire care team, including the patient, informed about their health.

---

**The future of patient safety education is here!**

Click here to check out our new online learning system!
Avoiding Pediatric Med Errors With Optimized Tech

The youngest patients are also among the most vulnerable, particularly when it comes to prescribing and administering medications. Some of the challenges presented by their age and unique needs, which may lead to medication errors: most medications and healthcare settings are tailored to adults, and children cannot communicate effectively about medication issues—or tolerate errors.

Researchers from MedStar Health Research Institute focused on dose calculation errors, a predominant type of medical error involving pediatric patients, and used a human factors approach to identify the most common issues as well as missed opportunities to avoid them using optimized technologies. They concluded that different technologies can address issues at different stages of the medication-use process; for example, information cross-checking during medication ordering and reviewing, and cross-system interoperability between devices (such as smart pumps) and the electronic medication administration record during medication preparation and administration. Their findings and recommendations could help healthcare facilities improve their existing health information technologies and devices to mitigate dose-related safety issues.
An adverse event is difficult for the patient, their family, and hospital staff, especially when a child is harmed. But when a 3-month-old patient in a Portuguese pediatric hospital suffered severe complications following a cardiac procedure, which resulted in a permanent tracheostomy, a multidisciplinary patient safety team focused their efforts on making sure it would never happen again.

They initiated a root cause analysis to informed policy changes that improved team communication and training, and introduced new safeguards and safety checks. More than a year later, these safer workflows and processes have seen 100% compliance, protecting patients from harm and serving as an example for other facilities to help reduce risks and prevent future adverse events through event analysis.
A Simple Way to Keep Postop Pneumonia in Check

Even the best safety intervention can only be effective if patients and providers are aware of and adhere to it. This has been one of the challenges in preventing a common health complication in patients following surgery, postoperative pneumonia (PoPNA), which can extend their hospital stay by 75% and increases costs of care by 47%. Although the ICOUGH pneumonia prevention program—which stands for Incentive spirometry, Coughing and deep breathing, Oral care, Understanding, Getting out of bed three times daily, and Head of bed elevation—has been highly successful at Thomas Jefferson University Hospital in reducing incidents of PoPNA, compliance has fallen off since it was introduced in 2016. So, one team introduced another tried-and-true tool to try to give it a boost: checklists.

They implemented a preprogrammed 10-item checklist in the electronic medical record (EMR), accessible with short words or phrases (“SmartPhrases”), to reinforce the key points of ICOUGH. Some of these important elements include prevention checks, such as making sure the patient is out of bed (OOB) to a chair for all meals and at least three times a day, as well as notes on their progress, for example: “Patient was/ was not OOB today.” Care providers were educated about these prompts, which were designed to reinforce both compliance with the protocols and patients’ awareness of them. The initiative showed clinically significant improvements, reducing PoPNA cases from 46 to 31 (a 33% reduction). This suggests that EMR checklists requiring active participation in daily notes can help enforce safe practices—and provides a template for other facilities to support previously successful interventions.
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